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SUMMARY
A quiet, clean, general aviation, turbofan engine has been instrumented
to measure the fluctuating pressures in the combustor, turbine exit duct,
engine nozzle and the far field. Both a separate flow nozzle and an internal
mixer nozzle were tested. The fluctuating pressure data are presented in
overall pressure and power levels and in spectral plots. The combustor data
_ are compared to recent theory and found to be in excellent agreement. The
_ results indicate that microphone correction procedures for elevated mean pres-
, sures may be questionable. Ordinary coherence function analysis suggests the
presence of an additional low frequency noise source downstream of the turbine
that may be due to the turbine itself. Low frequency narrowband data and
coherence function analysis are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Noise generated inside aircraft turbine engines has been shown to be a
potential problem at reduced power settings (refs. I to 13). The exact source
of this noise has not been clearly defined. In recent years measurements of
fluctuating pressures in aircraft type turbine engine combustors and tailpipes
have been made in both engines and component test rigs (refs. 2 to II and 13
to 24). Internal engine measurements have generally been made in conjunction
with far field acoustic measurements (refs. 2 and 3, and 5 to 11). As part of
an overall experimental program established to produce a core engine noise
data base, the Airesearch quiet, clean, general aviation turbofan engine
(QCGAT,ref. 26) was instrumented to measure internal fluctuating pressures
and far field noise.
Empirical correlations have been generated, using the existing data base,
to predict the low frequency noise generated by turbine engines. More recently
a theoretical analysis of the pressure fluctuations generated in the combustor
has been reported (ref. 25). The theory requires that a constant associated
with the type of combustor and the combustor configuration be determined from
the data base, for use when predicting the fluctuating pressure spectrum and
the overall sound pressure level.
The present work has a two-fold objective: (1) to enlarge the present
data base on core engine noise covering a range of engine configuration and
size; and (2) to test the theory of reference 25 to determine its ability to
predict the fluctuating pressure levels in combustors using the constants
determined from the previously obtained data base. Two nozzle configurations
were tested. Data is presented herein for both the separate flow and the
mixer nozzle configurations. Internal and far field spectra are presented.
The low frequency (below 2000 Hz) overall acoustic power level is presented as
a functionof the effectivejet exhaustvelocityand combustorheat release
rate. The measured,low frequency,combustorsound pressure level is compared
to the theoryof reference25. Both one-thirdoctave and narrowbandspectra
are presented.
The ordinarycoherencefunctionshave been obtainedfor the two configu-
rationsat two representativeengine speeds and are presentedherein for the
followingsets of sensors:
(I) Combustor-turbine
(2) Combustor-nozzleexit
(3) Combustor-farfield
(4) Turbine-corenozzle exit
(5) Turbine-farfield
(6) Core nozzle exit-farfield
SYMBOLS
A area, m2
C sonic velocity,m/s
af band width, Hz
I acoustic intensity,W/m2
M Mach number
N the exponentof 2 indicatingthe numberof averagesin coherence
analysis,that is 2N = number of samplesused in average.
acousticpower,W
p rms acousticor fluctuatingpressure,N/m2
Q heat releaserate, W
Vc velocityat the core engine nozzleexit, m/s
Ve effectivejet velocityat exit of separateflow nozzle engine
configuration,m/s
Vf velocityof flow at fan nozzleexit, m/s
Wc core engine mass flow rate, kg/s
Wf fan mass flow rate, kg/s _"
p mean static densityof gas, kg/m3
y ordinarycoherencefunction
AT cross correlationtime increment,s
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TEST ENGINEDESCRIPTION
The Airsearch QCGATturbofan engine with reverse flow combustor was
designed to have 1767 kg (3892 Ib) thrust with ground test nacelle, acoustic
treatment and mixer nozzle installed while operating at takeoff, sea-level
standard day conditions. The fan to core bypass ration was 3.7 (for more
details see ref. 26). The engine as installed in the vertical lift stand test
facility at NASALewis is shown in figure l(a). A screen is attached to the
engine inlet to minimize the effect of inlet flow distortions and turbulence
on the noise produced by the fan and compressor. An aft view of the engine is
shown in figure l(b). Two nozzle configurations were tested. The separate
flow nozzle engine configuration pictured in figure l(b) and shown schemat-
ically in figure 2(a) provided separate flow passages for fan and core engine
flows resulting in a coaxial jet exhaust. The second nozzle configuration is
called the mixer nozzle engine configuration and is pictured in figure l(c)
and shown schematically in figure 2(b). The mixer nozzle configuration con-
sisted of a multilobed nozzle attached to the core engine just aft of the
turbine exit. The fan flow was ducted around and between the lobes of the
multilobed nozzle and allowed to mix with the core engine flow, in a common
duct, before passing through a single convergent nozzle. The single jet exit-
ing the engine had nonuniform temperature and velocity profiles.
Nacelle acoustic treatment consisted of absorbing liners placed in the
fan inlet and exhaust ducts. The frequency range covered by the duct liners
was 1600 to 5000 Hz. Details are given in reference 26.
INSTRUMENTATION
Acoustic Instrumentation
The acoustic instrumentation required for these tests may be divided
into two groups, internal microphones and external far field noise (acoustic)
microphones. Each group will now be discussed in appropriate detail. Preand
post-run microphone calibration checks were made using a pistonphone having an
output of 124 dB at 250 Hz.
Internal semi-infinite tube probes. - A detailed description of this
instrumentation is given in reference 6. A summary is given here. A 0.635 cm
outside diameter tube was installed with one end flush with the duct wall at
the required measurement point. At an appropriate distance from the duct wall
external to the engine a tee is placed in the line and a 0.635 cm microphone
enclosed in a pressure vessel is inserted in the side leg of the tee. Attached
to the remaining leg at the tee is a length of tubing of sufficient length to
minimize reflections from its end. Nitrogen purge gas is forced into the end
of the tubing and regulated to a pressure just above the static pressure in
the engine duct. This creates a positive flow of nitrogen into the duct and
prevents the hot engine gases from reaching the tee and microphone location.
The pressure in the vessel containing the microphone is regulated to just
above engine duct pressure. Thus, as the engine speed varies the microphone
environmental pressure will vary. Since the microphone output is sensitive to
pressure the vessel pressure was recorded and the microphone output corrected
mathematically during the data conduction process (except for the narrowband
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spectral analysis). The correction,suppliedby the manufacturer,rangedfrom
zero at atmosphericpressureto plus 4.2 dB at lO0-percentengine operating
speed for the combustormicrophone(12 atm).
The internalfluctuatingpressureswere measured in the followingcompo-
nents as shown in figure 2: (1) combustor,(2) turbineexit duct, (3) core
nozzle exit (fig.2(a)) or mixer nozzle exit (fig. 2(b)).
Externalfar field microphones.- The far field acousticmeasurements
were made using 1.27 cm condensermicrophonesarrangedaround a semicircle
beginningat 40° off the engine inlet axis and extendingthrough160° (fig.3).
The center of the circle was at the core nozzle exit or mixed flow common
nozzle exit. The microphoneswere placedon the ground pointedat the center
of the circle at a constantradius of 24.4 meters.
EngineOperatingInstrumentation
For these acoustictests the engine had a minimumof internalpressure
and temperaturesensors. In order to convertthe fluctuatingpressuresto an
acoustic intensityit is necessaryto know the staticpressureand temperature
at each measurementpoint in the engine. Becauseof the lack of instrumenta-
tion at the measuringpoints,and becausethe acousticinformationdoes not
requireextremeaccuracy in mean valuesof pressureand temperatures,the re-
quired aerothermodynamicinformationwas determinedfrom the engine performance
computer programprovidedby the manufacturer. Engine speed was recordedalong
with atmospherictemperatureand pressure. As discussedin the internalsemi-
infinitetube probe sectionof this report the microphoneambientpressurewas
controlledto approximatelythe engine static pressure. This pressurewas
recordedfor use in correctingthe microphonemeasuredvalues for decreased
sensitivityas directedby the microphonemanufacturer.
DATA RECORDINGAND PROCEDURE
The internaland far field microphoneoutputswere recordedsimultaneously
on high densitytape with FM tape recorders. A 2-minuterecordingtime was
used. The engine fan, low and high pressureturbinespeeds;atmospherictem-
peratureand pressureand microphonevessel pressureswere recordedusing the
automaticdata acquisitionsystem. Three sets of engineoperationdata were
recordedduring the tapingof the acousticdata.
The precedurefollowedin acquiringthe data was designedto minimizethe
effect of externalnoise sourceson the data. The enginewas first broughtto
a stable,requiredoperatingspeed. When it was assuredthat two minutesof
low backgroundnoise was available,the tape recorderswere startedand a
minimumof two minutesof fluctuatingpressuredata were recorded. This pro-
cedurewas repeateduntil the range of operatingspeedswas completed. The
microphoneswere calibratedusing the pistonphonebefore and after the test to
insurethat they were in operatingtoleranceduring the test.
DATAREDUCTION
The reduction of data to the desired usable quantities may be divided
into three parts. These are: engine aerothermodynamic data, acoustic spectral
analysis, and acoustic power computations. A discussion of each part follows.
Engine Aerothermodynamic Data
The manufacture's engine performance program was exercised over a range
of engine corrected speeds. Engine corrected speed is the ratio of the low
pressure turbine speed to the square root of the ratio of ambient temperature
to standard day temperature (288 K). For edch of the two engine nozzle con-
figurations the mass flow rates, pressures and temperatures were calculated as
a function of low pressure turbine speed and probe location. A curve fit was
produced for mass flow rate, pressure and temperature at each probe station as
a function of low pressure turbine corrected speed. Engine speeds recorded
for each test point were averaged and the average value was used in conjunction
with the above curve fits to obtain the mass flow rate, pressure and tempera-
ture at each of the internal fluctuating pressure microphone probe locations.
Corrected weight flow was used to calculate the Mach number at the probe loca-
tion. The sonic velocity, C, and gas density, p, were calculated assuming
adiabatic expansion of a perfect gas.
An effective jet velocity for the separate flow nozzle is given in refer-
ence 13. The equation for the effective velocity, Ve, is:
Wf
Wc Vf + Vc
Ve = Wf (1)
--+1
wc
The quantities required in the above equation were obtained from the engine
performance program and curve fitted in the same manner as the pressures and
temperatures described in this section.
The effective velocity for the mixer nozzle is the mixer nozzle average
exhaust velocity determined using the above described curve fit procedure.
Acoustic Spectral Analysis
The fluctuating pressure signals from selected tape recorder channels
were analyzed after the engine tests were completed (off line). Both one-third
octave and narrowband analyses were performed using a fast Fourier transform
• (FFT) analyzer. The data were transmitted to a large main frame computer,
compensated for amplifier gain settings used while recording and stored. The
narrowband data (frequency range 0 to 2000 Hz) were plotted as out-put by the
computer on a machine plotter. The one-third octave data 25 to 2000 Hz were
used _o compute the overall sound pressure level using a reference pressure
2x10-u Pa. The fluctuating pressure microphone data were corrected for
environmental pressure as discussed under the instrumentation section. The
correctionranged from 1 dB to 4.2 dB at the 40 and 100 percentspeed points
respectively. The narrowbanddata have not been correctedin this manner and
appear in this report as analyzedby the FFT analyzer.
Acoustic Power Computation
The acousticpower calculatedfor the one-thirdoctave pressurespectrum
measured insidethe engine by the fluctuatingpressuremicrophonesis calcu-
lated assumingthat a plane wave exists in the duct without reflections. This
is a gross oversimplificationof the acousticfield in the duct but is used
herein to calculatethe power for lack of a bettermethod. The intensityis:
p2
I =-_-C-(1 + M) (2)
The plane wave power is related to intensity by:
: IA (3)
where: A is the cross sectionalarea of the duct at the measuringstation
and intensity I is given above (eq. (2)).
The power levelsgiven herein are referencedto 10-13 watt. Overalllevels
were determinedby summingthe acousticpressuresquaredover the frequency
range of interest,usually25 to 2000 Hz.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The enginewas operatedover a range of low pressureturbinecorrected
speeds from 40 to 100 percentof maximum speed. The data presentedare those
measured by the internalmicrophonesin the engine at the combustor,turbine
exit, and nozzle exit and by the far field microphonelocated120° from the
engine inlet axis and 24.4 meter radial distancefrom the engine exit plane.
This far field locationwas selectedbecauseit yields the peak sound pressure
level for low frequencycore noise.
In the followingdiscussionthe spectraland overallpressureand power
levelswill be presented. Representativenarrowbandspectrawill be discussed
and comparisonsof the ordinarycoherencefunctionwill be made for various
combinationsof sensors. Additionalnarrowbandpressurespectraand coherence
functionsare presentedin AppendixesA and B, respectively.
Sound Pressure Level
The one-third octave spectra presented herein have been corrected for the
microphone environmental pressure as described in the instrumentation section
of this report.
Separate flow nozzle spectra. - The one-third octave band pressure spectra
covering the 25 to 20 000 Hz frequency range are presented in figure 4 for the
separate flow nozzle configuration. The pressure level downstream of the tur-
bine is less than that in the combustor by approximately 10 dB at both the 40
and 89 percent engine speeds (figs. 4(a) and 4(b)) and their spectral shapes
are similar. For both speeds the pressure at the nozzle exit is less than at
the turbine exit station. The trend is to lower pressure levels in moving
from the combustor through the turbine and core nozzle to the far field. For
the 40 percent speed (fig. 4(a)) the shape of the nozzle pressure spectrum is
similar to the far field spectrum.
Mixer nozzle spectra. - The pressure level for the mixer nozzle configu-
ration (fig. 5) also decreases from the combustor through the engine to the
far field microphone. However, the spectral shape at the turbine exit station
is considerably different than the combustor spectrum. A pronounced hump
centered at 200 Hz occurred in the turbine exit spectrum. At 40 percent speed
(fig. 5(a)) the turbine exit and nozzle exit spectra are more similar in shape
than the combustor and turbine exit. At 89 percent speed (fig. 5(b)) the tur-
bine exit and nozzle exit spectral shapes at high frequencies (greater than
800 Hz) are close; but at the 40 percent speed (fig. 5(a)) they come together
at frequencies greater than 6300 Hz where turbine tones control the spectra.
A similar result was observed at 40 percent speed for the separate flow nozzle
(fig. 4(a)). The spectral shape and magnitude might be expected to agree
between the turbine exit and nozzle exit stations because they both "see" the
internal mixing noise source. For both the 40 and 89 percent speeds the noz-
zle exit and far field spectra have similar spectral shapes.
Far field broadband spectra. - The one-third octave spectra, to 20 000 Hz,
for the far field microphone station are presented in figures 6(a) and 6(b)
for the separate flow and mixer nozzle configurations respectively over the
range of engine speeds. The spectra increase in level with engine speed as
might be expected. Comparison of the separate flow nozzle spectrum (fig. 6(a))
with the mixer nozzle spectrum (fig. 6(b)) shows that both have low frequency
peaks, but that the mixer nozzle spectrum exhibits more prominent peaks around
frequencies of 160 to 200 Hz. This may be the result of the geometric differ-
ences between the separate flow and mixer nozzles that result in different
core nozzle acoustic transmission and/or jet mixing properties and profiles.
Low-frequency internal pressure spectra. - The one-third octave pressure
spectra from 25 to 2000 Hz are presented in figure 7 for both the separate
flow and the mixer nozzle configurations over a range of engine test speeds.
As expected the combustor spectra from the separate flow nozzle test
(fig. 7(a)) and the mixer nozzle test (fig. 7(b)) are essentially the same.
No deviation is expected because the configuration changes were all made down-
stream of the turbine. However, the 40 percent speed spectra obtained during
the separate flow test is considerably different from any other spectrum for
either nozzle. No explanation for this is available at this writing. It may
be that some critical operating condition exists concerning impending in-
stabilities but his cannot be confirmed and is only postulated at this time.
The low frequency pressure spectra measured in the two tailpipe ducts
(fig. 2) are shown in figure 8 over a range of operating speeds. The spectra
of the separate flow configuration are shown in figure 8(a). The low frequency
spectra peak at 315 Hz. Similar spectra are presented in figure 8(b) for the
mixer nozzle configuration. These spectra do not exhibit a consistent well
defined peak.
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Combustor Overall Pressure Level - Theory Comparison
As discussed previously one of the objectives of this test was to provide
fluctuating pressure data from a combustor for comparison with a theoretical
prediction (ref. 25). The measured combustor overall pressure level, not
corrected for microphone environmental pressure, is shown in figure 9(a) as a
function of engine speed. The theory of reference 25 is represented by the
solid line with the same value for the constant as described in reference 25.
Almost perfect agreement between the theory and the as-measured pressure level
has been obtained. If, however, the fluctuating pressure data is corrected
for environmental pressure as described previously, the overall pressure level
deviates from the theory as shown in figure 9(b). In reference 25 the theory
was compared with measured data obtained using standard pressure sensors that
do not require correction for static pressure level. The data and theory agree
extremely well over the entire range of engine thrust from 3.8 to I00 percent
of maximum. This is also true of the present data if the environmental pres-
sure correction is not applied. This finding calls into question the method
of correcting microphone type fluctuating pressure measurements for environ-
mental pressure effects.
Power Level
The power level associated with the fluctuating pressures presented in
this report has been calculated assuming that the pressure waves are acoustic
plane waves and that there are no reflections. This approach is completely
justified for the far field microphones. Measurements of fluctuating pressures
in ducts with turbulent flow present the problem of sorting the turbulent from
the acoustic fluctuating pressure. For purposes of this report the usual
assumption has been made, that is, the pressure fluctuations are acoustic.
Equations (2) and (3) were used to calculate the acoustic power in the duct.
The acoustic power in the far field is calcuated using these equations and
setting the Mach number to zero. The acoustic power calculation accounts for
wave front area, mean pressure and temperatures, and flow Mach number. The
acoustic power level, calculated over frequencies from 25 to 2000 Hz, is pre-
sented in figure 10 as a functon of combustor heat release rate for both the
separate flow and mixer nozzle configurations. Comparison of the combustor
power levels between the two nozzle configurations show close agreement. The
slightly different values might be the result of the slight difference in
engine operating speeds, however, the variation is within the scatter of the
data.
This result is to be expected because the configuration changes were made
downstream of the turbine exit. The combustor acoustic power, as shown by the
solid line drawn through the data in figure 10, is proportional to the combus-
tor heat release rate to the 1.6 power. The turbine exit acoustic Power for
both the separate flow nozzle and the mixer nozzle (fig. I0) is substantially
the same. Additionally, both configurations have far field acoustic powers
that are nearly equal, except at higher power settings.
Jet noise has been shown to vary as the jet velocity to the eighth power
for subsonic jets. The equivalent jet velocity has been computed using equa-
tion (I) for the separate flow nozzle configuration. The jet velocity for the
mixer nozzle configuration is the mixer nozzle exit velocity Calculated from
continuity. Figure 11 shows the far field and nozzleexit acousticpowers
(25 to 2000 Hz) as a functionof effectivejet exhaustvelocityfor both test
configurations. For purposesof estimatingwhat part of the acousticpower
generatedby the engine is associatedwith jet noise, a line proportionalto
the jet velocityto the eighth power has been added. Unpublisheddata from a
small scale jet noise test rig, has been scaled up to engine size and the
overallpower levels are plottedin figure 11. The data agree with the far
field engineoverallpower levels. Small scale data are not availableat the
lower jet velocititescoveredby the engine test. The engine data deviates
from the jet noise line below the 70 percentspeed point. Exceptfor the
highestvelocities,within the scatterof the data, both the nozzleexit and
far field acousticpower are in substantialagreementfor both enginetest
c--6-h-lgfTg-_-ationseven at the lowest jet velocities.
The one-third octave power level spectra at the combustor, turbine exit,
nozzle exit and far field measuring stations are presented in figures 12 and
13 for the separate flow and mixer nozzle configurations respectively. The 40
and 89 percent engine speed power spectra are given. The previously mentioned
unpublished scale model spectral data from a jet noise rig operated at effec-
tive velocitites, Ve, corresponding to the 89 percent engine speed data pre-
sented herein are also shown in figures 12(b) and 13(b) for separate flow and
mixer nozzles respectively. Substantial agreement between the small scale and
engine far field power spectra at low frequencies, that is, less than 250 Hz,
is shown. Above 250 Hz both engine configurations have higher power levels
tilan the scaled model data. The engine mixer nozzle begins to deviate from
the scale model mixer nozzle at about i00 Hz. Based on the agreement of the
engine and scale model data at low frequency it is concluded that the low fre-
quency power at the 89 percent engine speed is dominated by jet noise.
Now, comparison of the engine far field spectra to the engine nozzle exit
spectra at 89 percent speed (figs. 12(b) and 13(b)) show a significant differ-
ence at the low frequencies (less than 200 Hz) that is attributed to the jet
noise generated outside of the engine. At 40 percent engine speed (figs. 12(a)
and 13(a)) the difference between the low frequency power level in the engine
nozzle and far field is less. This result is consistent with the conclusion
that the low-frequency jet noise dominates the far field as engine speed (that
is jet velocity) is increased. For both nozzles the far field engine spectrum
at 89 percent speed has low frequency peaks and higher frequency turbine tones
that, of course, do not appear in the scale model data (fig. 13(b)).
From the above discussion the conclusion may be drawn that the mixer
nozzle has little effect on the far field noise at frequencies less than
2000 Hz except at the two highest engine speeds. This may be due to domina-
tion of the far field by low frequency core noise and/or to the poor mixing of
. the engine flows by the mixer nozzle that gives no reduction in jet noise.
Subject to the limitations resulting from the plane wave assumption the sig-
nificant agreement above 200 Hz between the power levels at the nozzle exit
and the far field would tend to indicate that the higher frequency noise is
° internally generated by the turbine at the higher frequencies and through
some other internal noise sources, perhaps also the turbine, in the mid range
frequencies.
Narrowband Spectra
Representative narrowband spectra are presented for each of the two nozzle
configurations tests. The narrowband pressure spectra are not corrected for
the microphone environmental pressure loss in sensitivity. The spectra are
for the as-measured fluctuating pressures in the combustor, nozzle exit and at
tile 120° far field microphone location for representative speeds. Additional
low frequency (less than 2000 Hz frequency) narrowband spectra are given in
Appendix A for both test configurations at the combustor, turbine exit and far
field 120° microphone locations.
Figure 14 presents the combustor narrowband spectra for the 40 percent
speed test of both the separate flow and the mixer nozzle configurations to
I0 000 Hz. In general, the spectra should be alike except for slight differ-
ences in engine speed. The levels for both configurations are approximately
equal. However, the separate flow configuration (fig. 14(a)) has a tone at
3300 Hz that does not appear in the mixer nozzle configuration spectra (fig.
14(b)). Slight differences in spectral shape may be due to the interaction of
acoustic waves with the combustion process. It appears that slight differ-
ences in engine operating conditions may also cause significant changes in the
narrowband spectra. Figure 15 presents the 40 percent speed, narrowband
spectra at the nozzle exit measuring station for both the separate flow nozzle
(fig. 15(a)) and the mixer nozzle (fig. 15(b)) configurations. The frequency
range is from 0 to 10 000 Hz. These spectra show tones in the range of fre-
quencies corresponding to the blade passing frequencies of the low pressure
turbine. The separate flow nozzle spectrum (fig. 15(a)) has more clearly de-
fined pure tones than the mixer nozzle spectrum (fig. 15(b)). The "haystack"
effect for the mixer nozzle may be due to the mixing of the flow in the mixer
nozzle. The spectral shapes and magnitude are essentially the same except for
the haystacking effect.
The 40 percent speed, far field narrowband spectra at the 120° microphone
location are shown in figure 16 for both separate flow (fig. 16(a)) and mixer
nozzle (fig. 16(b)) configurations. The levels are essentially the same; how-
ever, the mixer nozzle is several dB lower than the separate flow nozzle
between 2000 and 5000 Hz. Comparison of the spectral shapes shows that the
haystack effect is present in the far field mixer nozzle spectrum (fig. 16(b))
but is not present in the separate flow nozzle spectrum (fig. 16(a)). This
effect was also observed at the nozzle exit measuring stations (fig. 15), as
mentioned earlier.
At the higher engine speeds, (89 percent, fig. 17), the separate flow
nozzle configuration narrowband far field spectrum shows evidence of low pres-
sure turbine tones (fig. 17(a)). These tones are not as pronounced as they
were at the lower speed (fig. 16(a)). Also comparison of the separate flow
and mixer nozzle spectra (figs. 17(a) and 17(b)) shows that in the range
between 5000 and 16 000 Hz the mixer nozzle sound pressure level is less than
that of the separate flow nozzle by as much as 5 to 10 dB. At frequencies
below 2000 Hz the spectra for both configurations are about equal. The low
frequency pressure spectra (<2000 Hz) at the nozzle exit measuring station for
the separate flow and mixer nozzle configurations are presented in figures 18
and 19, respectively, over a range of engine operating speeds. The separate
flow nozzle spectra in general show more humps than the mixer nozzle spectra
over the entire speed range given. This could be due to higher order mode cut
i0
on as shown in reference 27. The separate flow nozzle exit spectra have peaks
at frequencies of 100 and 300 Hz that appear to be independent of engine speed.
The mixer nozzle spectra have a peak at 200 Hz although it is less pronounced
than the peaks found in the separate flow nozzle exit spectra.
Coherence Analysis
Coherence analysis is used to determine the similarity between two
signals. A cross correlation is the averaged product of the two signals ob-
tained while introducing a time delay in one of the signals. The product so
obtained is plotted as a function of the time delay. For an acoustic signal
the product will reach a maximumwhen the tlme delay equals the time for the
signal to travel at the speed of sound between the two measuring points.
Figure 20 presents the cross correlation between the fluctuating pressure in
the combustor and the acoustic pressure at the 120° far field microphone for
the separate flow nozzle. An acoustic wave traveling in the atmosphere re-
quires 72.7 ms to travel 24.4 meters. The cross correlation shows a maximum
value at approximately this time delay thus indicating that the origin of the
far field pressure was in the combustor and that it is acoustic in nature.
In order to estimate how much of the combustor signal appears in the far field
the ordinary coherence function has been computed, If the two signals are
exactly alike and not contaminated by other noise the ordinary coherence will
be unity. Values of the coherence function less than unity may be the result
of contamination from other noise sources or the lack of similarity between
the signals. Keeping this discussion in mind should aid the reader in under-
standing the coherence functions presented in this section. Appendix B pre-
sents detailed coherence functions for various combinations of combustor,
turbine exit, nozzle exit, and far field measuring stations for both separate
flow and mixer nozzle configurations operating at engine speeds of 40 to
89 percent speed.
Representative coherence functions are presented herein for comparison
purposes. The bias error due to time delay was not removed from the data.
The coherence function between the combustor and the 120° far field microphone
is presented in figure 21 for two engine speeds for the separate flow nozzle
configuration. Figure 21(a) shows a peak coherence of 0.4 at a frequency of
125 Hz, excluding the tone generated at 350 Hz, for the 40 percent engine
speed. The coherence is broadbanded and is apparent out to 425 Hz. The
coherence at 89 percent engine speed is shown in figure 21(b). The coherence
exists to 425 Hz but its magnitude has decreased to less than 0.14. As dis-
cussed above this may be the result of contamination from other noise sources.
The point is that the existence of the coherence between the combustor and the
far field infers that part of the combustor noise is getting to the far field
observer from the engine combustor.
The coherence function for the separate flow nozzle configuration between
the turbine exit measuring station and the 120° far field microphone is pre-
sented at the 40 and 89 percent engine speeds in figures 22(a) and (b),
respectively. The same trend with engine speed is apparent, that is, in-
creasing the engine speed decreases the magnitude of the coherence function.
At the low engine speed the coherence exists out to frequencies as high as
700 Hz and the coherence function has three peaks at frequencies on the order
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of 125, 300, and 400 Hz; their magnitudes are 0.6, 0.62 and 0.5, respectively.
At increased engine speed (fig. 22(b)) the peak coherence is only 0.2 at 300 Hz
but the frequency range of measurable coherence extends to over 900 Hz.
A comparison of the coherence function for the separate flow configura-
tion operating at 40 percent engine speed is made in figure 23 between the
combustor-far field and the turbine-far field coherence functions. It appears
that similar coherence functions exist between the combustor and the far field
and between the turbine and far field below 200 Hz. Above 200 Hz the turbine-
far field coherence function seems to be much greater than the combustor-far
field. This may indicate that the turbine sees a signal that the combustor
sensor cannot sense or that there is more contamination in the combustor
signal. The possibility exists then, that the turbine itself generates noise
in the 200 to 600 Hz range. However, no conclusive proof is available at this
time. To examine the relationship between the combustor and turbine signals
the coherence function between these signals has been calculated and is pre-
sented in figure 24. Coherence below a frequency of 150 Hz is on the order of
0.6. Above 150 Hz the coherence is less than 0.2 and disappears above 450 Hz.
The large value of the coherence function below 150 Hz implies that the com-
bustor and turbine signals are similar, to some degree, below this frequency.
Above 150 Hz the low coherence value implies that the signals are less similar.
If the turbine is choked any signal generated downstream of the turbine will
not reach the combustor. In that case any noise generated by the turbine
downstream of the choke point will not penetrate to the combustor sensor and
the coherence function will be decreased. This could explain the lack of
coherence above 150 Hz. Noise generated by the turbine would, however, be
transmitted to the far field, thus accounting for the high coherence from
downstream of the turbine to the far field shown in figure 23 above 200 Hz.
These arguments, although circumstantial, provide a reasonable explanation for
the results of the coherence functions presented herein.
To compare the separate flow nozzle with the mixer nozzle configuration
the coherence functions between the separate flow core nozzle and far field
and between the mixer nozzle exit and far field are presented in figure 25 for
the 40 percent engine speed. The separate flow core nozzle has a much broader
frequency range of coherence than the mixer nozzle. Maximumcoherence for the
separate flow nozzle is in excess of 0.6. For the mixer nozzle the maximum
coherence function was 0.5. It is possible that more of the core noise gets
to the far field from the separate flow configuration than from the mixer
nozzle configuration or that mixing noise is causing a decrease in mixer nozzle
to far field coherence. A comparison is made in figure 26 at the 40 percent
engine operating speed of the coherence function between the combustor and
core nozzle exit for the separate flow nozzle and between the combustor and
mixer nozzle exit pressure signals. The separate flow nozzle has greater
coherence below 125 and above 175 Hz than the mixer nozzle configuration.
This might be expected since the mixer nozzle internal mixing noise may act as
a third noise source tending to decrease the coherence function. However, the
general shape of both coherence functions are similar. This is to be expected
if the combustor noise passes through the turbine to the respective nozzle
exits.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The problem of determining the source of noise emanating from aircraft
turbine engines is difficult because of the many possible sources and their
close proximity to each other. The two major sources, for turbofan engines at
high engine operating speeds are probably the fan and the jet mixing noise.
At low engine speeds the jet mixing and fan noise sources diminish in strength
exposing other noise sources. It has been shown for low engine speeds that
the broadband overall acoustic power level in the jet noise spectral region
. deviates from the jet noise prediction indicating that noise other than jet
noise has become dominant. The noise generated by the combustion process has
received considerable attention over the years. At present it appears that a
simple theory may be used to predict the fluctuating pressure levels in air-
craft type combustors. The theory indicates that the combustor contribution
decreases as frequency increases. The derivation of the combustion noise
theory of reference 25 showed that the cause of the combustion noise is the
interaction of the fluctuating density due to turbulence with the mean energy
gradient introduced by the burning process in the combustor. Realizing that
the mean energy gradient may be either positive, as with the burning process,
or negative, as with the work extracted from the hot gases by the turbine, one
should expect that the turbine will produce a low frequency pressure fluctua-
tion. In this experimental work coherence analysis has shown a general
coherence between the combustor and far field signals at low frequencies.
At frequencies between 200 and 600 Hz, just above the combustor-far field
coherence region the turbine-far field coherence function shows a coherence
level that cannot be neglected when compared to the combustor-far field coher-
ence level. The significant differences in coherence function between the
combustor-far field and turbine-far field coherence indicate that the turbine
may be a source of noise in the frequency range between 200 and 600 Hz.
CONCLUSIONS
A quiet, clean, general aviation turbofan engine with two nozzle configu-
rations, has been tested over a range of engine speeds. The engine nozzle
configurations were an internal mixer nozzle and a separate flow coaxial
nozzle. Internal fluctuating pressure measurements were made simultaneously
in the combustor, turbine exit duct, nozzle and far field. The following con-
clusions have been drawn from analysis of these measured fluctuating pressures:
(1) The overall fluctuating pressure level in the test engine combustor
has been predicted accurately from theory.
(2) The fluctuating pressure signals in the combustor, and at the turbine
and core nozzle exit measuring stations, are partially correlated with the far
field acoustic measurements, the correlation being greater at low engine
speeds.
(3) In addition to again showing the contribution of combustion noise to
far field noise the results also suggest an appreciable contribution from the
turbine to the far field broadband noise in the low frequency range. A theo-
retical basis for the mechanism of this noise was postulated in the concluding
remarks section.
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APPENDIXA - LOWFREQUENCYNARROWBANDSPECTRA
The narrowband spectra from 0 to 2000 Hz for the fluctuating pressures
measured in the combustor, turbine exit duct and in the far field at the 120° ,
24.4 meter (80 ft) radius over the range of operating speeds are given in this
Appendix. The spectra for both the separate flow (figs. A1 to A3), and mixer
nozzles (fig. A4 to A6), are presentd. The pressures have not been corrected
for the sensor environmental pressure but are given herein as output by the
fast Fourier transform spectral analyzer. The 400 line spectra yield a fre-
quency bandwidth of 5 Hz for the 0 to 2000 Hz frequency range presented herein.
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APPENDIXB - LOWFREQUENCYCOHERENCEFUNCTIONS
The low frequency ordinary coherence functions to a frequency of i000 Hz
have been determined for the QCGATengine sensors for both the separate flow,
(figs. B1 and B2), and mixer nozzle, (fig. B3 and B4), engine configurations.
The functions are presented at engine speeds of 40 and 89 percent of maximum.
The coherence signals are paired as fol]ows:
(I) Combustor - turbine exit.
(2) Combustor - core nozzle exit (separate flow nozzle configuration).
(3) Combustor - mixer nozzle exit (mixer nozzle configuration).
(4) Combustor - 120° , 24.4 meter radius far field microphone.
(5) Turbine exit - core nozzle exit (separate flow nozzle configuration).
(6) Turbine exit - mixer nozzle exit (mixer nozzle configuration).
l_I Turbine exit - 120° , 29.4 meter radius far field microphone.Core nozzle exit - 120 , 24.4 meter radius ar field microphone.
(9) Mixer nozzle exit - 120° , 24.4 meter radius far field microphone.
The separate flow nozzle engine configuration coherence functions are presented
first for the 40 and 89 percent engine speeds, (figs. BI and B2), and then the
mixer nozzle engine configuration, (figs. B3 and B4).
Coherence functions less than unity but not zero may be the result of a
third noise source being present. Coherence functions of close to unity show
a great similarity of the two signals and probably means the signals are from
the same source. A zero coherence function suggests that the signals share
nothing in common. The coherence functions g_ven herein were obtained with a
bandwidth of 2 Hz and were the result of 2xlO_ averages.
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Figure18,- Nozzlelow-frequencynarrow-bandpressurespectraforseparate-flowengineconfiguration.
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Figure21.-Coherencefunctionbetweencombustorand120°far-fieldmicrophonepres-
suresignalsforseparate-flownozzleengineconfiguration.TestAQ4-6;bandwidth,
2Hz;tapechannels3and10.Numberofaveragesincoherenceanalysis,N -0.
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Figure22. - Coherencefunctionbetweenturbine exitand1200far-field microphonepres-
sure signalsfor separate-flownozzleengineconfiguration.TestAQ4-6;bandwidth,
2Hz; tapechannels4 and10.Numberof averagesin coherenceanalysis,N - 9,
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Figure23. - Comparisonofcoherencefunctionbetweencombustorandturbine exit pres-
suresignalstofar-fieldmicrophoneat120ofromengineinletaxisforseparate-flow
nozzleengineconfiguration.Enginespeed,40percentofmaximum.
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Figure24. - Coherencefunctionbetweencombustorandturbineexitpressuresignalsfor
separate-flownozzleengineconfiguration.Reading213; testAQ4-6;enginespeed,40
percentof maximum;bandwidth,2Hz; tapechannels3 and4; numberofaveragesin
coherenceanalysis,N - 6.
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Figure25.-Comparisonfcoherencefunctionbetweennozzleexitand120ofar-fieldmi-
crophonepressuresignalsforseparate-flowandmixernozzleengineconfigurations.
Enginespeed,40percentofmaximum;bandwidth,2Hz;tapechannels13and10.
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FigureZ6. - Comparisonof coherencefunctionbetweencornbustorand nozzleexit pres-
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in coherenceanalysis,N - 9.
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